I am committed to human-centric artificial intelligence (AI)—AI that mimics and enhances human capabilities, understands and anticipates an individual’s needs, and acts in synergistic coordination with individuals. My work explores the topics of:

- **Cognitively informed AI**: Incorporating insights from human perception and cognition into the design of AI architectures and machine learning methods;

- **Human optimization**: Developing software tools to improve how people learn, remember, and make decisions;

- **Cognitive modeling**: Building psychologically grounded models of human cognition that allow us to interpret behavioral data; and

- **Intelligent environments**: Designing computer interfaces that are smarter, adaptive, and easier to use.

For each of these topics, I illustrate with past and current projects. All citations are to my work.

**Cognitively informed AI**

In machine learning, models are constrained by computational theory. In neuroscience, models are constrained by neuroanatomy and neurophysiology. I believe that there is an intermediate perspective with critical insight into the design of robust, flexible AI: the perspective of psychological process and cognitive theory. I seek insights from psychology that motivate AI and machine learning approaches. Here are two examples of current projects.

**Leveraging theories of long-term memory to improve recurrent networks**

Psychologists studying forgetting in long-term memory have discovered that forgetting rates are not fixed but depend on an individual's history [2]. Knowledge may quickly decay on first exposure, but the decay rate drops on subsequent exposure. Some theories of memory explain changes in memory durability by positing that memories are stored in multiple traces decaying at different rates [63]. Contrast this account with a standard long short-term memory (LSTM) neural net architecture, which is designed to store memories indefinitely in a single trace and to forget only when triggered. We propose alternatives to LSTM-style recurrent nets that adopt key theoretical assumptions from human long-term memory. Our aim is to model event sequences produced by humans, consisting of discrete behaviors stamped with a real-valued time of occurrence (e.g., online product purchases, musical artist selections, and email or text communication). We explored two models, one extending the gated-recurrent unit (GRU) to continuous time [54] and one with activation dynamics corresponding to time-scale inference of a Hawkes process [53]. We are currently developing a third, the Lifetime-Limited Memory (LLM) [60]. LLM is premised on the assumption that—as in human memory—information has a finite lifetime, and therefore it is essential to store information about the age of the memory as well as to retrieve and erase memories based on age. We obtain age dependence by endowing each LLM cell with a bank of leaky integrators that have log-linear spaced time scales to ensure a wide dynamic range. Temporal localization can be performed via linear mixtures of these integrators, and their fixed decay incorporates forgetting yet ensures that gradients can propagate back in time regardless of the model parameters. LLM is designed to attain scale invariance in a continuous time environment, a problem in which I’ve had a longstanding interest [36].
Leveraging theories of consciousness to improve deep networks

Human consciousness is often viewed as a type of blackboard that enables modular components of the mind to communicate with one another. However, successful communication also requires a common language. We have studied information transmission in a modular dynamical neural net architecture [4, 27, 28] and define a notion of well-formedness that ensures successful communication. Well-formedness refers simply to the fact that the output of one component produces a representation that, through training, is familiar to another component. One can encourage well-formedness via attractor dynamics that ‘clean up’ representations [35, 40, 84]. We adopted this idea to denoise internal representations of deep networks. Internal attractor dynamics are trained through an auxiliary denoising loss to recover previously experienced hidden states from noisy versions of those states. We explored this approach in RNNs, where internal noise can accumulate over a sequence. We show that denoising serves as a valuable form of inductive bias, dramatically and robustly reducing generalization error in data-restricted environments [55]. This work is part of a larger agenda to characterize symbolic representations as strong interpretations of subsymbolic representations, and to explore the continuum of representations in between [1, 5, 29, 30, 34, 41, 47].

Human optimization

My work on human optimization draws on ML and AI methods to boost human cognition. This line of research might be considered as the complement of cognitively informed AI: AI-informed human cognition. The research leverages cognitive models to infer internal state and to perform surrogate-based optimization [14, 21]. Much of my present work is aimed at determining the most effective means of teaching and the manner in which to best present information for human consumption.

Learning and memory

Human memory is imperfect; thus, periodic review is required for the long-term preservation of knowledge and skills. We developed a method for efficient, systematic, personalized review that combines a psychological theory of memory with latent-factor models [25, 58]. Psychological theory characterizes basic mechanisms of learning and forgetting shared among members of a population, whereas latent-factor models use observations from a population to draw inferences about individuals. The method was integrated into a semester-long middle school foreign language course via retrieval-practice software. In a cumulative exam administered after the semester’s end that compared time-matched review strategies, personalized review yielded a 16.5% boost in course retention over current educational practice and a 10.0% improvement over a one-size-fits-all strategy for spaced study. We are presently incorporating personalized review into augmented-reality environments, e.g., to teach foreign language terms in situ via labels. With rich data such as gaze and pupilometry, we hope to better predict the human’s state of knowledge.

A complementary line of work aims to minimize the amount of practice required to induce perceptual categories, e.g., bird species. To determine the most effective training policy in an inductive category learning task, we conducted human experiments using Bayesian optimization to efficiently search a space of training policies defined by the ordering of exemplars [24]. To reduce the combinatorics, the spaces we search are guided by the psychological literature; we have focused on the sequencing of category labels—referred to as blocking and interleaving in the psych literature—and exemplar difficulty—referred to as fading [70]. To explore larger policy spaces, including ones that incorporate feedback from the learner, we are now performing surrogate-based optimization using hybrid neural net and cognitive models [74, 75]. This approach has identified policies that empirically improve on the best alternatives considered by psychologists.
Judgment

Psychologists have long been struck by individuals’ limited accuracy in using rating scales to express internal sensations, impressions, and evaluations. Instead of using an absolute scale, individuals rely on reference points from recent experience. This relativity of judgment limits the informativeness of responses on surveys, questionnaires, and evaluation forms. Because the cognitive processes that transform internal states to responses are influenced by recent experience in a lawful manner, these processes can be inverted to decontaminate a series of ratings and obtain more veridical judgments.

We have explored methods for decontamination using conditional random fields [64], latent-factor models [59], and matrix factorization methods [80], obtaining a roughly 25% reduction in rating error, compared either to ground truth, when available, or the mean of ratings obtained in multiple contexts. Decontamination of human-labeled training data for ML classifiers (e.g., radiographs) can yield significant improvements in classifier accuracy [23].

Decision making

Individuals are often faced with temptations that can lead them astray from long-term goals, e.g., cheating on a diet. We’re interested in developing interventions that steer individuals toward good behavior. In the realm of finance, an effective solution has been the prize-linked savings account, which incentivizes individuals to save by tying deposits to a periodic bonus-awarding lottery. In contrast to this one-size-fits-all approach, we investigate the effectiveness of customized bonuses [67]. We formalize a delayed-gratification task as a Markov decision problem and characterize individuals as rational agents subject to temporal discounting, costs associated with effort, and moment-to-moment fluctuations in willpower. We created an online delayed-gratification game in which the player scores points by choosing a queue to wait in and gradually advances to the front. Once the model is fit to data collected from the game, the instantiated model is used to optimize predicted player performance over a space of incentives. We demonstrate that customized incentive structures can improve goal-directed decision making.

Cognitive modeling

Cognitive models are formal theories of human perception and cognition that provide a mechanistic interpretation of experimental data. My collaborators and I have developed models in visual perception [32, 35, 49], spatial attention [33, 35, 66], awareness [4, 27, 28], deficits arising from acquired brain dysfunction [38, 43, 44, 50, 77], and executive control [71]. In this prior work, I pursued the traditional goal of explaining universal phenomena emerging from data aggregated across individuals and across individual noisy observations. However, due to my interest in using models for human optimization, my focus has shifted to interpreting and anticipating the behavior of a specific individual in a particular context. I describe work in three areas that is focused on this granular type of modeling.

Sequential dependencies

Human behavior at any moment is modulated by recent incidental experience. For example, when individuals drive in a realistic automobile simulator, their recent history of stops and starts has a dramatic and systematic effect on the subsequent latency to brake [7]: reaction times can be slowed enough to increase braking distance by 10 feet when traveling at highway speeds. Recent history is typically treated as noise to be averaged out of data in experimental psychology, but it can explain about 25% of the variability in response latency. Sequential dependencies are manifest in every aspect of behavior [57]. I have contributed to empirical and modeling efforts on sequential...
dependencies in perceptual grouping [83], visual search [3, 42, 65], allocation of spatial attention [19, 20, 78], response initiation [9, 46], concept learning [52], word interpretation [15, 16, 17, 56], pain judgment [26], motor control [81], and executive control [71].

Our research has identified the specific environmental statistics to which the brain adapts [79] and the neural loci of multiple distinct mechanisms of adaptation [8, 79]. With sensitive experimental methods and modeling tools, we have shown that the effects of incidental experience can span hundreds of trials, and the decay of past experience follows a power function [81]. These results contrast with the conventional view that sequential dependencies are short lived and decay exponentially. We interpret sequential dependencies as reflecting the operation of control mechanisms that tune cognition in a nonstationary task environment [45, 71]. We posit that the mind constructs a generative model of the environment, [65], and probabilistic inference on this model determines the optimal control settings [71].

**Memory retention**

Forgetting is typically studied in the laboratory, but we have analyzed a large-scale corpus of students learning foreign language vocabulary using online software to understand forgetting in the wild [72]. A generic power-law model of forgetting explains only about 10% of variability in the data, but when the model is individuated by including features describing a student’s study history, our model’s explanatory power doubles. Incorporating latent variables representing student ability and lesson difficulty improves the model further [58].

When material is studied across multiple sessions, the temporal distribution of study has a profound effect on retention [2, 10]; spaced study leads to slower forgetting than massed study. The optimal spacing of study is not fixed but increases with the interval over which the material must be retained. We developed a model, MCM, that accurately predicts the optimal spacing of study for a wide range of published results [63]. The model is strongly predictive in that it uses only the rate of forgetting following an initial study session to predict memory recall following two or more study sessions, whereas other models in the literature fit data only post-hoc.

When learners test themselves during study, memory retention is improved. We have built models to explain phenomena surrounding self-testing [51, 69]. Our grand challenge is to develop models that leverage the performance data observed as learners self-test. Existing models, including MCM, confound the causal consequences of successful retrieval with the inferential consequences (the inference that memory must have been strong in the past in order to succeed at test time). In collaboration with researchers at Quizlet, we are currently exploring a variant of MCM that teases apart the causal and inferential consequence of student feedback [62].

**Cognitive skill acquisition**

Models of cognitive skill acquisition observe learners as they practice a series of problems (e.g., algebra) and predict the point at which mastery is achieved for a given skill (e.g., simplifying fractions). Two models dominate the literature: BKT, a hidden Markov model, and DKT, a generic recurrent net for sequence processing that is trained to become a human meta-learner. BKT is interpretable but DKT tends to perform better. We have proposed extensions to BKT that brings it to the performance level of DKT without harming interpretability, including: automatic discovery of underlying skills using nonparametric Bayesian methods [22]; inclusion of latent factors representing student ability and skill difficulty [11, 13]; and incorporation of a forgetting mechanism [12]. We have conducted extensive comparisons of BKT and DKT, with the aim of understanding what type of information DKT exploits that BKT cannot [12, 31, 82]. We are moving toward hybrid models that combine the strengths of BKT and DKT.
Intelligent environments

Adaptive house

In the 1990’s, I had brief popular-press fame after turning a home-renovation project into the world’s first adaptive house [37, 48, 61]. My home was instrumented with 75 sensors detecting environmental conditions—temperature, ambient lighting level, sound, and motion—and actuators controlling basic residential comfort systems—air heating, lighting, and water heating. The system predicted occupancy patterns and operated comfort systems to anticipate lifestyle needs while conserving energy. The system was composed of neural net predictors and reinforcement learning controllers that minimize a sum of energy and discomfort costs. We found that subtle statistical regularities in the home occupants’ behavior could be exploited for increased comfort and decreased energy costs [68]. The Nest thermostat came along twenty years later, but my adaptive home was far more sophisticated in both control inputs and outputs and controller design. The adaptive home also performed predictive lighting control: lighting anticipated impending occupancy and occupant activities [6]. My current research is informed by two key lessons from this project: make the interface invisible and focus on tasks individuals are least able to manage on their own [39].

Augmenting perception

We are developing methods to augment human perception on challenging visual search tasks like satellite imagery analysis. One technique modulates displays based on the output of automatic classifiers. Although computer-assisted diagnosis systems have long existed which draw boxes around potential targets, they have proven ineffective or harmful. We explore an alternative method of highlighting displays in which the saliency of regions of the visual field is modulated in a graded fashion based on classifier confidence. We show that this soft highlighting beats traditional hard highlighting, and yields human-classifier synergistic performance that beats either acting alone [18]. We use a similar approach to highlight displays with the spatiotemporal fixation sequences of experts, allowing novices to effortlessly learn where and how to look in images [76]. As an alternative to modulating images, we have proposed modifying the task, allowing novices with no training to perform like experts [73]. Instead of asking novices to classify images, say in a diagnostic radiology domain, we leverage the human visual system’s ability to judge similarity. Individuals are asked to compare a query image to sets of reference images and to select the best matching reference from each set. If the references have known classifications, this procedure yields an implicit classification of the query image. References are chosen to maximize expected classification accuracy under a cognitive theory of similarity-based choice. Novices attain expert-like performance, even though they are unaware of the classification task itself.

Intelligent textbooks

We are developing intelligent textbooks through a collaboration with OpenStax, a nonprofit that supports open-access college-level digital textbooks. Our textbooks allow readers to highlight and tag text and to add questions and notes. Through these annotations, we obtain a window into a student’s mental state during initial engagement with the material. We expect that these data will facilitate interventions, e.g., recommending other material to read, offering appropriately timed review and summary questions, and early detection of comprehension problems. As a component of this project, we are building a predictive scroller for small screen devices. Given the visible content on screen and a user’s history, the tool estimates reading time. Not only does this tool free the reader from the continual advancement of the text, but mismatched predictions are indicative of mind wandering and comprehension difficulties, and are therefore useful for triggering interventions.
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